A robust control allocation scheme is developed for rigid spacecraft attitude stabilization in the presence of actuator partial loss fault, actuator failure, and actuator misalignment. First, a neural network fault detection scheme is proposed, Second, an adaptive attitude tracking strategy is employed which can realize fault tolerance control under the actuator partial loss and actuator failure within min = 0.5. The attitude tracking and faults detection are always here during the procedure. Once the fault occurred which could not guaranteed the attitude stable for 30 s, the robust control allocation strategy is generated automatically. The robust control allocation compensates the control effectiveness uncertainty which caused the actuator misalignment. The unknown disturbances, uncertain inertia matrix, and even actuator error with limited actuators are all considered in the controller design process. All are achieved with inexpensive online computations. Numerical results are also presented that not only highlight the closed-loop performance benefits of the control law derived here but also illustrate its great robustness.
Introduction
The stabilization of spacecraft attitude is one of the fundamental manoeuvres and primary attitude control tasks that any spacecraft needs to frequently perform during its mission. Such a response should be achieved globally in the presence of external disturbances, modelling uncertainties, subsystem failures, and limited resources. It is really a challenging undertaking especially when all those issues are treated simultaneously. And hence fault tolerant control (FTC) for rigid spacecraft attitude control has been carried out during the past decades. FTC is a control design strategy that guarantees system stability and acceptable performance [1] . The passive FTC [2] [3] [4] and active FTC [5] are the two typical approaches of the FTC. The passive FTC has a very limited faults tolerance capability for its conservative design [6] [7] [8] .
On the contrast, the active FTC compensates the drawback via synthesizing or selecting the new controller online [9] . In general, the active FTC should confirm the faults, in real time, which requires a fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) mechanism. The errors in fault detection and time delays between the fault detection and controller reconfiguration all may generate the system to be uncontrolled [10] .
Recently, a great deal of attention on fault tolerant controller designs have been paid for spacecraft attitude control [11, 12] . Boyarko et al. [13] employed dynamics inversion and time-delay theory to design attitude tracking control for a rigid satellite actuated by four momentum wheels. The shortcoming of [11, 12] is the fact that the full knowledge of the actuator faults was assumed to be known exactly under the external disturbances free. Cai et al. [14] updated bounds on lumped parameter perturbations but only considered failures that are modelled as the loss of effectiveness of thrusters. A control augmentation method, similar to adaptive FTC [15] [16] [17] [18] , for the attitude tracking control of flexible spacecraft is proposed in [19] . Persistent bounded disturbances and unknown inertia parameter uncertainties were explicitly considered using an adaptive backstepping control. Although their approaches also compensated for the additive and partial loss of effectiveness faults of reaction wheel using sliding mode control, the actuator uncertainty is ignored. Active FTC has also been used for spacecraft, as suggested in [20] [21] [22] and the references therein. Hou et al. [23] applied a two-stage Kalman filtering algorithm to estimate reaction flywheel and sensor faults and then designed two faulttolerant controller to compensate for the constant loss of actuator effectiveness on the nominal system. However, these references can only treat a single type of spacecraft actuator fault, and there are few methods able to handle additive faults and the loss of actuator effectiveness simultaneously in present of the external disturbances. Optimal use of the large amount of actuators will be a solution.
Control allocation is one approach to managing the actuator redundancy for different control strategies handling actuator faults [24, 25] . Dynamic control allocation [26] , which is used in the real systems, is to distribute the control command in dynamic sense. The control demand determined in the form of finite difference equations over a certain time interval. Current control allocation methods include direct allocation, optimization-based allocation, and some simple allocation methods. But all of these methods can do nothing in presence of the time-varying partial loss faults and actuator errors. Thus, amount of attention on this issue above has been discussed in recent years.
Therefore, from that point of view, in this study, a novel fault tolerant robust optimal control strategy for allocation is developed for the problem of rigid spacecraft attitude stabilization under actuator faults and uncertainties. Also, the potential effects of external disturbances and uncertain moment inertia on system performance are explicitly considered during the whole controller design process. In contrast to the most existing fault tolerant attitude controller, the merit of the proposed control law is the fact that we can control the robust control allocation. We can judge the states of the actuator partial loss fault via detection of the tracking performance index . If the three fly reaction flywheels are able to produce a combined force sufficient enough to allow the spacecraft to perform the given manoeuvres, the robust control allocation will not be generated. The adaptive attitude tracking control can ensure the stable attitude tracking with guaranteed performance. Otherwise, the robust control allocation is generated immediately if the fault has been for 30 s. During the whole control procedure, the attitude tracking and fault detection with the simple design and inexpensive online computations, a feature of practical importance for real-time implementation especially when onboard memory space and computing power, are limited. And the robust control allocation can settle the problem of control effectiveness uncertainty which caused the timevarying partial loss fault. The benefits of the proposed control methods are analytically authenticated and also validated via numerical simulation study.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the mathematical model of rigid spacecraft attitude and its control problems. Section 3 presents the proposed neural network fault detection method and the attitude tracking control scheme in the presence of uncertain inertia parameters, external disturbances, and partial loss fault, actuator failures. The robust optimal control allocation strategy for the uncertainty of the control effectiveness is discussed in Section 3.2. Simulation results to demonstrate various features of the proposed scheme are given in Section 4 followed by conclusion in Section 5.
Mathematical Model of a Spacecraft and the Control Problem

Kinematics and Dynamics Equation.
In this paper, the nonlinear equations of attitude motion along the body fixed control axes, in term of attitude kinematics and the spacecraft dynamics, are given bẏ+
with and Φ denoting the Euler axis and the Euler angle, respectively, and the following constraint is satisfied:
Then, the kinematical differential equation in terms of unit quaternion is given by [27] 
where ∈ R 3 is the angular velocity of the spacecraft bodyfixed frame to the inertial frame I and expressed in the bodyfixed frame B and ∈ R 3 and ∈ R 3 demote the control torques and external disturbances, respectively. ∈ R 3 is the inertia matrix of the spacecraft expressed in B. 3 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix, and × denotes a skew-symmetric matrix which is given by
Spacecraft Attitude Tracking
Model. During the mission of spacecraft attitude tracking, the desired attitude of the spacecraft is described with a desired frame D with respect to the inertial frame I being specified by the desired unit quaternion
The angular velocity of D with respect to I expressed in D is denoted by ∈ R 3 . Then, we define the attitude tracking error quaternion = ( 0 , ) ∈ R × R 3 as the relative orientation between the body frame B and the desired frame D, which is given by
and the following constraints are satisfied:
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where ∈ R 3×3 denotes the corresponding rotation matrix that brings D onto B, and
with (1)- (9), tracking error dynamic equation can be obtained as follows:
2.3. Spacecraft Dynamic with Actuator Fault. For spacecraft, the control torque command for three body-fixed reference frames is generated by a combination of multiple wheels, usually four-wheel sets. Let us consider reaction flywheel control which is with typical four inclined outfit. Three reaction wheels rotation axes are orthogonal to the spacecraft ontology shaft and the fourth flywheel is installed with the equiangular direction with the ontology three axis. When we employ the configuration of four reaction wheels shown in Figure 1 , the spacecraft dynamics equation (1) should be transformed into this following form: At present, control efficiency matrix * is supposed to be accurate and correct, but it is uncertain facing the reality such as actuator error. The source of the actuator error comes from two parts: one is misalignment for which is assumed that the reaction flywheel is tilted over nominal reaction flywheel direction with small constant angles, Δ and Δ as shown in Figure 2 . The other is magnitude error which is a small random variable in practical problem. The real reaction flywheel force with magnitude error and misalignment is expressed as the sum of the nominal and reaction flywheel terms in the body frame
In addition, the following relationships are adopted to approximate (14) :
We transform (14) into the following form:
where Δ , + Δ is the attitude control torque defined by
In order to simulate the magnitude error enough, we assume the magnitude error as Gaussian random process to descript the relation between the output torque and magnitude error, and the magnitude error can be written as
We can get this piece of information from (22) that the magnitude error would be employed 10% random error if the control torque is bigger in some direction; otherwise, it has the constant magnitude random error. This case is in accordance with the practice.
By some algebraic manipulation with (16), (13) can be rewritten aṡ+ 
Control Objective.
To provide some insight into the control scheme, while also facilitating the subsequent stability analysis, we now define the filtered error variable [14] = ( + ) .
And the following (26) can be deduced via considering (8) and (10):̇=
where > 0 is a constant chosen by the user, and
where is the lumped term containing two part of system nonlinearities and external disturbances. The uncertain term is the key issue that needs to be solved for attitude tracking control design stems. We employ an indirect way to challenge the heavy computations, time-varying parameters which could be generated by the inappropriate means. The approach focuses on the core information itself and its bound that is used for the control design later. In this paper, we adopt this indirect method to deal with the effect of uncertainties and disturbances and to be an assistant for fault detection via robust adaptive control algorithms and the tracking performance index, as will be discussed later.
To this end, the control objective we want to achieve in this paper is to design a control law to realize stability attitude control about rigid spacecraft under faulty given by (1) and (27) such that the following goals are achieved in the presence of partial loss of actuator effectiveness fault and actuator failures. 
Remark 1. As we see clearly that the external disturbance is bounded and satisfies ‖ ‖ ≤ + ‖ ‖ 2 with the unknown positive constant , , also note that ‖ × + 0 3 ‖ = 1 and ‖ ‖ = 1.
Remark 2. Supposing that ,̇, ,̇are all bounded for ≥ 0, then we have ‖(
Remark 3. Analysing above all, there always exist some unknown constants , 0 , 1 , 2 which are all the unknown constants and greater than zero, satisfying (30) and (31)
It worth mentioning that both (30) and (31) are rigorously, regardless of external disturbances, uncertainties and timevarying moment inertia. Moreover, based on analysis above, Mathematical Problems in Engineering 5 this control algorithm of indirect method have so much merits such as simple structure, little online computations, as will be discussed in the next section. Moreover, the above control objective is to be guaranteed under the conditions of (a) possible actuator faults and (b) uncertain spacecraft inertia parameters and unknown bounded external disturbances. We present now the main results of this study.
Control Law Design
Adaptive Attitude Tracking
Control. In this section, two steps are split for the controller using the principle of control allocation [28] . (1) Design a control law specifying which total control effort to be produced and (2) design a control allocator that maps the total control demand onto individual actuator settings, as shown in Figure 3 . The control law design is under the cases (A) and (B): (A) actuator partial loss fault, and (B) actuator failures. And in this controller design, Cai's idea [14] is employed. In what follows, we will develop such an attitude control law for spacecraft as shown in (1) and (2) to achieve the control target given in Section 2.4.
(A) Attitude Tracking Control under Partial Loss Fault.
When the spacecraft has endowed with three reaction flywheels and each of them partially loses its actuation effectiveness, the attitude dynamics are transformed from (1) to (32)
with 0 < 0 ≤ ≤ 1 being the actuator health indicator for the th actuator. The case = 1 implies that the th actuator is healthy, = 0 is the case in which the th actuator totally failed, and for 0 < 0 < < 1 corresponding to the case in which the th actuator partially loses its actuating power, but still works all the time. When the three reaction flywheels are in presence of partial power loss fault, the actuation effectiveness matrix remains positive definite, although it has become uncertainty and time varying. Before the redundancy flywheel is driven, in such case, we must ensure the vehicle attitude stability and reliability. The following result can guarantee this requirement. 1, 2, 3) . If the control scheme is implemented as (33) , then the control objectives as stated in (a) (b) (c) are achieved:
where ℎ 0 > 0, > 0, 1 > 0, 2 > 0 are selected by the designer. Remark 5. The control scheme stated as (33) is appropriate for the attitude tracking performance under the actuation effectiveness matrix with 0 < 0 ≤ ≤ 1.
(B) Attitude Tracking Control under Actuator Error and Partial
Loss Fault. At present, control efficiency matrix is supposed to be accurate and correct, Attitude tracking controller design under actuator failures is argued in this part. And the attitude dynamic is described by (27) which has been given before. For the same purpose as described in (A) it is interesting that this can be achieved with a slight modification to the control scheme presented earlier, as in Theorem 6. (27) . If the following control scheme is employed
Theorem 6. Consider the spacecraft with the attitude dynamics as in
then, the stable attitude tracking is ensured even if all the flywheels suffer from actuator error and partial losing actuation 0 < 0 < ≤ 1 ( = 1, 2, 3). Theorems 4 and 6 are also cited from [14] ; therefore, we omit the proof here.
Remark 7.
It is clear that the control scheme only involves simple functions and variables as can be seen from (33) and (34) . All can be lower computational cost and energy consumption.
Remark 8.
It is worth mentioning that all the implicit assumption is the fact that the remaining actuation effectiveness is able to produce a sufficient actuating torque vector for the vehicle to perform the given maneuvers.
Remark 9.
The reaction wheel distribution matrix is made full-row rank; the stability is ensured as long as Γ(⋅) is positive definite. In Cai' idea [14] , min ( Γ(⋅) ) = 0.5 has proved that the control scheme is still able to ensure stable attitude tracking. Therefore, we set min = 0.5 to be the threshold value.
Remark 10. It is worth mentioning that, although this work applied the same attitude tracking control approach as in [14] under the actuator fault and external disturbance, the main contribution of our study is the robust control allocation design in presence of actuator misalignment which will be discussed in Section 3.2.
Mathematical Problems in Engineering
Although does not appear in the control scheme equation (34) , to ensure the stability, reliability of the spacecraft attitude dynamics under actuator error with the fading actuation, we proposed a fault detection unit to identify or estimate the healthy condition of the flywheels. Once the instantaneous residual error residual exceeds thêr esidual and meanwhile, the time holds 30 s, the fault alarm is conveyed. Control allocation must be executed immediately.
Robust Optimization Control Allocation under Control
Effectiveness Uncertainty. Based on the discussion above, the control allocation is generated under the uncertainty, such as the control effectiveness uncertainty caused by the partial power loss or actuator failure and even in presence of actuator misalignment. There is extensive literature on control allocation which discusses different algorithms, approaches, and applications [26, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . Recently, a robust optimization control allocation under uncertainty is generated. Therefore, we employ a novel robot control allocation algorithm combining with the optimization concept [34] to solve the problem. To facilitate discussion, we use to replace the of (25) which takes into account the redundancy term this time. Then, the fault tolerant control allocation can be formulated as follow.
The relationship between the desired or commanded control input vector and actuator control input vector is formulated as
where represents the desired input, called "virtual control, " from attitude controllers such as quaternion feedback control. The purpose of the control allocation is to find a feasible solution , to satisfy the control torque requirement in (50).
It is important to note that the problem of reconfiguring redundant actuators to tolerate any faulty actuators, such as external disturbance, actuator error, and partial power loss, is converted to the problem of finding the optimal input to solve tolerant fault control allocation. Robust optimization is focused on in this subsection and in order to give further explanation, the definition as follows is given firstly.
Definition 11. The optimization problem involves uncertain parameters can be described as
where is the decision variable, and present the objective function and constrain function, respectively, is the uncertain parameter, and Ξ is the uncertain set. Then, (36) is the robust optimization problem under the Ξ which is supposed to be a limited closed set.
The core ideology of the robust optimization problem is to convert the original problem with a certain extent approximation to a convex optimization problem with polynomial complexity. The key issue is to build the corresponding robust counterpart, and then the problem can be transformed into approximate robust problem via relevant optimization theory, and the optimal solution can be solved.
First, we construct the theoretical model of the robust control allocation problem according to the optimization problem. The dynamic control allocation, which recently was suggested by Härkegård [35] and can be seen as pursuing the minimum of the error and control power, is a solution of a constrained optimization problem stated as
It is readily transformed into the form of standard linear programming min
where
, ( = 1, 2, 3) is the diagonal element of the weighting matrix , and Δ 1 , Δ 2 are the deviation and the error relaxation factor, and is the ideal error which is usual set to zero. In the section, the arguing on the control allocation in presence of the control effectiveness matrix under uncertainty; therefore, the optimization problem of the control allocation can be stated as follows:
where presents the th line of the matrix which involves the uncertain term. In order to give further explanation, another two definitions as following are given, also. To facilitate comprehending the definitions, we firstly define the ellipsoid ∈ R
where V → ∏ (V) is the affine from R to R and is × matrix.
Definition 12.
The uncertain set Ξ ∈ R 4×3 is the ellipsoidal uncertain set, if the following assumptions are all in existence.
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(a) For the given and ∏ , Ξ is the intersection of the limited ellipsoids
(b) Ξ is bounded.
(c) The Slater conditions should be met, that is, there is at least a matrix ∈ Ξ belongs to the relative interior point of each ellipsoid
then as for the control allocation issue (40), one can draw the conclusion as Theorem 13 which has been proved in [34] . (1) and (2) are all be met, then (40) is equivalent to an optimal problem on conic quadratic expressed by (45).
Theorem 13. Equation (40) argues on the issue of the robust control allocation under ellipsoidal uncertainty; if the following two conditions
(1) Matrix row involves the uncertainty, but still in ellipsoid range
where is nominal value and Θ is symmetric positive semidefinite matrix. 
Using 2 order cone
where , ∈ R 3 , then Theorem 4 is generalized to the condition of the conic quadratic with uncertainty set.
Definition 14. Considering a system
* with limited vector inequality expressed via ( V ) − ≥ , when is the mapping in the x-plane of * solution set, ∈ R 3 can be expressed by conic quadratic inequality and * is the expression of .
Theorem 15 (see [36] ). Considering the line control allocation with uncertainty as follows
supposing the uncertain set Ξ is expressed by
where ( , V) is the affine mapping and is a 2 order cone direct product. Once the of Ξ is strictly feasible, then the robust control allocation with conic quadratic represented uncertainty set equals the issue of cone quadratic optimization as follows: 
Simulation Study
The numerical application of the proposed control schemes to the attitude control of an orbiting spacecraft equipped with four reaction flywheels is presented using MAT-LAB/SIMULINK software. The complete set of physical parameters used in the numerical simulations is provided in Cai et al. [14] , which is given by ) kg⋅m 2 and an time-varying moment inertia matrix as stated in [38] is incorporated into the model 
Moreover, the spacecraft is controlled by four reaction wheels with limited control torque max = 5 N⋅m, and the distribution matrix is calculated as
Here, a severe failure scenario is considered, where some flywheels partially lose their effectiveness and the effectiveness of the actuators are given by [14] = 0.7 + 0.15 rand ( ) + 0.1 sin (0.5 + 3 ) = 1, . . . , 6,
where the definition of rand( ) is given in [14] . We simulate three different cases: (A) response of actuator partial lost fault case under external disturbances, (B) implemented to the faulty attitude system, we can observe the tracking performance error via threshold curvêr esidual . Once the fault is detected and the control allocation is generated. The attitude stability of the spacecraft which enduring the actuator partial lost can be seen from the time responses of the attitude angle, angular velocity and attitude quaternion are presented in Figure 4 , and the three actuation torque, adaptive parameter̂and bounded control performance index are shown in Figure 5 . It is seen that, from Figures 4 and 5, the control method has a fairly good control performance although in such severe flywheels faults with limited flywheel.
(B) Response of Actuator Fault Case under External Disturbances. In this case, the attitude controller design is under the actuator fault with the external disturbances with uncertainty. Equation (53) under (51) external disturbances is considered under the proposed control law equation (34) . To prove the good attitude control performance, we give out the time responds of the attitude angle, angular velocity, attitude quaternion, three actuation torque, adaptive parameter̂, and bounded control performance index which can be seen ∘ , +2 ∘ ] and the magnitude error could be expressed by (17) . Similar conclusion can be deduced from Figures 8 and 9 . Once the fault detection system sent the information to generate control allocation the time responses of the attitude angle, angular velocity, and attitude quaternion for the unhealthy actuator case under the proposed controller (34) , which has the same control parameters as controller (33) , are used in the control scheme and are presented in Figure 8 , and the time respond of control torque, adaptive parameter̂, bounded control performance index are all presented in Figure 9 . It is seen that, from Figures 8 and 9 , the robust control allocation scheme has a fairly good fault tolerance performance.
Conclusions
This study presented a robust fault tolerance control allocation strategy for rigid spacecraft attitude stabilization subject to actuator partial lost, actuator failures, and actuator misalignment. An adaptive attitude tracking strategy is employed which can realize fault tolerance control under the actuator partial loss and actuator failure within min = 0.5. Meanwhile, the faults detection is always here during the procedure. Once the fault occurred which could not guaranteed the attitude stable for 30 s, the robust control allocation strategy is generated automatically to realize tolerance. The robust control allocation compensates the control effectiveness uncertainty which caused the actuator misalignment. The unknown disturbances, uncertain inertia matrix, and even actuator error with limited actuators are all considered in the controller design process. All are achieved with inexpensive online computations. Numerical results are also presented in such a way that not only highlight the closed-loop performance benefits of the control law derived here but also illustrate its great robustness.
